
19. National Park Oze  (国立公園 尾瀬)
Ministry of the Environment Oze protection (尾瀬保護) (Japanese・English・Chinese simplified
・Traditional Chinese・Korean) TEPCO (東京電力) (Japanese)
National Park Oze is the volcanic lake that has been filled with sediments for many
years, making it Japan's largest flat grassland-like marsh.
There is a wooden path for people to walk in the marsh. In the early summer when the
flowers of "Mizubasho", which is sung in songs that everyone knows, bloom, it is most
popular and most crowded. The mine will be closed due to snow except from the end of
May to the end of October.
Oze's mountain lodge requires reservations, so you cannot stay without prior
reservation. Some rooms are private while others are shared among a large group of
people.  Cost is around 10,000 yen for one night with two meals included. Although it is
a national park, most of it is owned by TEPCO as a water source for vinegar. The
directly managed mountain lodges managed by the TEPCO subsidiary are also the
mountain nose shibutu Sanso, Toden hut and Motoyu Sanso to the north of the view.
It is located at Ozenuma Sanso in Ozenuma and can be reserved from the web.

Shinjuku BT 6:35, 7:15, 22:00 → 10:55, 11:10, 3:30 Tokura (戸倉) → (Shared taxi) →
Hatomachi Pass (鳩待峠) ... Yamanohana (山の鼻). ..
Ozenuma (尾瀬沼) 12:00 ... (1Hr) ... Sanpei Toge (三平峠) ... (2Hr) ... Oshimizu 15:10 →
19:30 Shinjuku BTFares: Shinjuku ⇔ Tokura / Oshimizu ¥3,800 ~ ¥4,200  Minibus from
Tokura (shared taxi) ¥1,000

https://www.env.go.jp/park/oze/guide/view.html
https://www.oze-fnd.or.jp/
https://www.tokyo-pt.co.jp/oze/


Yamanohana Visitor Center                             Yamanohana camp  ¥800 per person

Ozegahara  (尾瀬ヶ原)

Miharashi district located in the center of Oze         Miharashi Hinoemata hut



Ozenuma and Hiuchigatake

In the Ozenuma area, there is a visitor center, a Nagakura hut, and Ozenuma Hutte,
and there is a campsite behind the Hutte.

Nagakuragoya in Ozenuma                             Ozenuma Sanso (TEPCO)

30 minutes from the Ozenuma Visitor Center, you will reach Ozenuma Sanso under
Mihira. 30 minutes from the bottom of Sanpei even if you come from Ozegahara
If you climb, you will reach Mihira Pass. After that, if you go down for an hour, you will
find the Ichinose rest area. For the remaining 1 hour, walk on the road to the Oshimizu
bus stop. There is only one highway bus (reservation required) to Tokyo (Shinjuku BT)
in the afternoon, so let's walk without delay. If you miss the train
Take a bus from Numata Station to Numata Station and return from Numata Station by
Shinkansen.


